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RESISTO PROJECT – PUBLISHABLE EXTENDEND ABSTRACT
Communications play a fundamental role in the economic and social well-being of the citizens and
on operations of most of the CIs. Thus they are a primary target for criminals having a multiplier
effect on the power of attacks and providing enormous resonance and gains. Also extreme weather
events and natural disasters represent a challenge due to their increase in frequency and intensity
requiring smarter resilience of the Communication CIs, which are extremely vulnerable due to the
ever-increasing complexity of the architecture also in light of the evolution towards 5G, the extensive
use of programmable platforms and exponential growth of connected devices. The fact that most
enterprises still manage physical and cyber security independently represents a further challenge.
RESISTO platform is an innovative solution for Communication CIs holistic situation awareness and
enhanced resilience (aligned with ECSO objectives). Based on an Integrated Risk and Resilience
analysis management and improvement process availing all resilience cycle phases (prepare,
prevent, detect, absorb, etc.) and technical resilience capabilities (sense, model, infer, act, adopt),
RESISTO implements an innovative Decision Support System to protect communication
infrastructures from combined cyber-physical threats exploiting the Software Defined Security model
on a suite of state of the art cyber/physical security components (Blockchain, Machine Learning, IoT
security, Airborne threat detection, holistic audio-video analytics) and services (Responsible
Disclosure Framework) for detection and reaction in presence of attacks or natural disasters.
Through RESISTO Communications Operators, will be able to implement a set of mitigation actions
and countermeasures that significantly reduce the impact of negative events in terms of performance
losses, social consequences, and cascading effects in particular by bouncing efficiently back to
original and forward to operational states of operation.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This deliverable presents the dissemination and standardization activities carried out during the
last 18 months of the RESISTO Project development. To this aim, the contribution contained in
the deliverable is twofold. On the one hand, it reports the achievements of the Task 10.2
Dissemination, Communication and awareness raising activities. On the other hand, it collects
the outcomes of the Task 10.6 Existing and future Standardization, certification, and conformity
assessment.
Concerning the dissemination activities, this deliverable is an update of the existing main
objectives and tools of the dissemination and communication strategy that the project has put
in place to reach the largest audience as possible for sharing the details of the project and of its
outcomes. Therefore, this deliverable is meant to act as the main dissemination and
communication strategy document and it represents one out the 7 deliverables (i.e., D10.1,
D10.2, D10.3, D10.6, D10.7, D10.8, D10.9) foreseen in the workplan that collect the
dissemination and communication actions.
Specifically, it contains the dissemination actions and procedures adopted in the last 18 months
(May, 2020 – October, 2021). It is worth noticing that this reporting period falls in the pandemic
emergency due to the COVID-19 and the dissemination actions, as well as the whole
development of the project, have been largely affected by this emergency. Lockdown periods
along Europe, limited circulation of people and goods, social distancing did not allow to set up
the traditional dissemination actions (e.g., participation to conferences, fairs, networking
activities, meeting, etc.). This unforeseen and unpredictable situation forced the Consortium to
move to online events. To maximize the impact of the dissemination actions, the Consortium
organized several events and exploited the networking capability of ECSI cluster, CERIS and
other on-going EU actions. This change made possible to reach a larger audience during the
events, however, it was not always possible to retain the audience by building loyal relations
through social networks. Concerning the standardization, the current deliverable updates and
complements the information that had already been provided in D10.8.
The results of the dissemination actions collected in this deliverable regard the objectives of the
phase 2 and phase 3 of the dissemination plan. Specifically, the objectives concern the
production of scientific contributions (i.e., journal articles, scientific papers, and book chapters),
the organization and participation to workshops and conferences, the social media engagement
of the project followers, the promotion of the project results.
Overall, the last reporting period is characterized by more aggressive dissemination activities:
the consortium produced 16 scientific contributions, participated to 7 conferences and 4
workshops, organized 2 workshops and 1 conference, and published 3 newsletter issues.
Moreover, the consortium produced 3 videos, co-organized with other EU project 2 events, and
participated to several local events. Over 2500 people, including scientific communities,
industry, general public, and policy makers were reached by these actions. Unfortunately, due
the pandemic emergency, the engagement of the audience was not completely effective, as
reflected by the results on social media. Concerning the standardization, this deliverable
proposes a review of relevant standards and standardization activities that has been performed.
Specifically, it reports the standardization effort carried out by RESISTO partners, providing a
further detailed analysis of relevant standards to the main RESISTO components.
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ABBREVIATIONS
APRE

Agency of the Promotion of the European Research

AI

Artificial Intelligence

API

Application Programming Interface

BI

Brand Identity

BPEL

Business Process Execution Language

BPMN

Business Model Process and Notation

CEN

European Committee for Standardization

CENELEC

European Committee for Electrotechnical Standardization

CEP

Complex Event Processing

COMM

Communication

DISS

Dissemination

DoA

Description of Actions

DX.X

Deliverable

ECSI

European Cluster for Securing Critical Infrastructure

ENI

Experiential Networked Intelligence

EPL

Event Processing Language

ERTMS

European Rail Traffic Management System

ESP

Event Stream Processing

ETSI

European Telecommunications Standards Institute

EU

European Union

FB

Facebook

FOSS

Free and Open-Source Software

HTML

HyperText Markup Language

ISG

Industry Specification Group

KPI

Key Performance Indicator

KSI

Key Success Indicator

LKD

Linkedin

M

Month

ML

Machine Learning

NBI

Northbound Interface

NIST

National Institute of Standards and Technology
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OMG

Object Management Group

RAN

Radio Access Network

RM3

University of Roma Tre

SDO

Standards Developing Organization

SLA

Service Level Agreement

SQL

Structured Query Language

TC

Technical Committee

TW

Twitter

UML

Unified Modeling Language

UNIFE

Union des Industries Ferroviaires Européennes

WP

Work Package

YT

YouTube
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1. INTRODUCTION
The main purpose of this Deliverable is to update the general roadmap towards the dissemination
strategy and communication plan that was presented in the third release D10.8 Dissemination and
communication activities – Third.
The last 18 months of the project focused on the use cases and the test of the pilots that validate
the RESISTO components.
In the last 18 months, dissemination activities were carried out more extensively to cover a broader
audience with respect to the previous years.
The Covid-19 outbreak limited the possibility to meet in person, however several online events give
to the consortium the opportunity to contact online users, stakeholders and the scientific community.
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2. COMMUNICATION AND DISSEMINATION STRATEGY
The main goal of the dissemination strategy within RESISTO was the dissemination of the achieved
results to the largest audience as possible. This included the following objectives:
•
•
•
•
•
•

the definition of mechanisms and strategies for an effective dissemination;
the creation of a community composed by the project partners and interested
stakeholders;
the implementation of targeted communication activities for different recipients (e.g.,
stakeholders, research communities);
the performance of dissemination activities to raise international awareness and interest
in the project activities and in the achieved results;
the dissemination of relevant project results to standardization bodies;
to maximize the impact of RESISTO by creating a liaison with other EU, regional and
national projects.

The dissemination activities have been devoted to establish a critical mass of stakeholders and
research bodies. In order to achieve this goal, the results of the activities within RESISTO were
disseminated to the widest possible community by exploiting different tools. The participation of
entities outside the consortium and knowledge sharing were encouraged through networking
activities and events aimed at increasing the impact and enriching the scientific and industrial
contribution to the project.
The goals of the dissemination strategy were:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The preparation of a plan for the dissemination activities;
The creation of an image of the project;
The establishment of the project website, together with its continuous update;
The use of social networking channels;
The preparation of articles, publications, press releases and brochures/flyers;
The participation to dissemination events.

The practices to be followed by the dissemination strategy referred to the following principles:
•
•

•
•

Definition of the various target audiences to whom the project will appeal;
Identification of the type and nature of the knowledge produced and production of
targeted dissemination materials tailored to the characteristics of each audience
segments;
Establishment of communication means and channels to reach these audience segments
along with appropriate preparation of printed and electronic materials;
Selection of the most suitable time schedule to implement the items listed above in order
to achieve the most effective dissemination possible.
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2.1 Rules and Responsibilities
Interaction and communication with all consortium partners and interaction with all Work Packages
were mandatory to successfully disseminate the results of the project.
All consortium partners contributed to the implementation of the dissemination strategy.
RESISTO project partners acknowledged the Dissemination and Communication Manager in order
to ensure the smooth implementation of the Communication and Dissemination objectives.
The Task 10.2 “Dissemination, Communication and awareness raising activities” has defined the
plans, the roles, and the responsibilities of the partners for the communication and dissemination
activities. RM3 (with APRE support) were responsible for designing and scheduling the strategy at
European level, as well as coordinating, monitoring, periodically evaluating and reviewing the
dissemination strategy. Communication activities were implemented by the whole consortium under
the coordination of RM3 (with APRE support) and LEONARDO, as WP leader and project
coordinator. Any communication choice was discussed first among the coordinator and RM3, to
identify the presence of issues related to the confidentiality of some activities of the RESISTO
project, and then proposed to the whole consortium for improvements and approval.
All partners were responsible for carrying out specific dissemination actions and for ensuring the
highest quality in the implementation of the dissemination activities. Each partner was responsible
for adapting the dissemination activities and materials at their national level and for the performance
of effective monitoring and follow up.
As far as the execution of the plan is concerned, an internal monitoring process has been set up:
RM3 (with APRE support), as Task 10.2 leader, supervised the progress of the communication
actions and provided further indication when needed.

2.2 Dissemination and Communications inside the Consortium
In order to improve the involvement of the entire consortium in the dissemination activities, an
operative group has been created. It is composed by one representative (PoC – Point of Contact)
from each partner. Bimonthly meetings have been carried out among the project coordinator, the
communication and dissemination leader (with the support of APRE), and the PoCs for discussing
about the current status and plan new dissemination activities.
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Figure 1 - Workflow information - communication and dissemination: scheme

2.3 Dissemination and Communications inside the Consortium: Stakeholders,
targeted audience and User Groups
In order to develop an effective dissemination and communication strategy, following the
determination of its specific goals and objectives, the most critical step was the identification of the
target audience for the project. It is clear that for each phase (requirements definition, development
and integration, piloting implementation - as it will be described later in this Deliverable), different
groups has been targeted so as to proactively and effectively provide the most relevant information
to particular specific groups.
To this respect, and in order for the produced knowledge during the project to be disseminated and
communicated effectively, the following groups have been initially identified:
Initial phase: requirements and architecture definition
•
•
•
•
•

facility managers and working conditions advisors;
IT engineers, cyber/physical threat avoidance workers and hardware / software
developers;
students, researchers, and the academic community;
general public;
telecom providers, end users and ISPs associations and security communities.

Development and integration phase:
•
•
•
•
•

policy makers in large telecom organizations or in government and ministries;
critical infrastructures regulators, managers and grants providers;
development partners and stakeholders from international and national cooperation
agencies;
public and private agencies and associations against cyber and physical threats;
National and International Telecommunication associations.
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Piloting implementation phase:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

industry stakeholders and policy makers;
telecommunications and security supplier companies and integrators;
electronics and sensors manufacturers;
mobile, web and IT developers;
national and international Telecommunication Standardization Bodies;
risk / resilience related players and associated agencies;
the wider security community and associated markets;
the wider critical infrastructures community and related national and international bodies
since many of the project outcomes are foreseen to have significant applications and
important impact to other critical infrastructures (i.e. transportation infrastructures, energy
plants etc) apart from the telecom ones.

To this end, based on the above list, different mechanisms and actions has been employed in order
to disseminate and communicate the goals and outcomes of RESISTO to the above wide variety of
targeted groups. Attempting to make an initial classification of the various stakeholders of the
targeted audience the following general groups are derived where respective dissemination and
communication tools, means and channels will be applied to attract the major possible appeal:
1.
Dissemination to European and nationally or internationally based industries: the RESISTO
industrial partners and SMEs disseminated the project scope and outcomes not only within their
companies and organizations, but also out of their companies and through their client networks and
communication channels. The expected mechanisms to be applied are:
•
•
•
•

informal awareness creation and knowledge transfer, through internal websites, portals
and newsletters;
meetings of related staff with other personnel out of the project, to identify synergies early
enough;
clustering with other EU and national research projects and operational initiatives;
dissemination to related Business Interest Groups with the use of all dissemination and
communication channels, such as electronic media and participation in conferences,
fairs, exhibitions and joint events.

2.
Dissemination to the academic and scientific research community: the RESISTO academic
partners and Research and Technology Organisations (RTO) disseminated the technological and
scientific results major interest for the scientific and industrial commercial community. These results
were communicated, apart from the RESISTO website, at scientific, hardware and IT, telecom
infrastructures and the general security society meetings, through publications in peer-reviewed
conferences and journals, through press releases for popular technical magazines, along with social
media and networking. Metrics such as the Impact Factor were used to select the most appropriate
and important journals for the scientific content while Open Access policies will be also promoted.
3.
Dissemination to the wider public, the media and potential users: the attraction of a wider
public is planned to be accomplished through the creation and inclusion in web sites, the social
media and popular channels along with press releases in magazines and newspapers or newsletters,
adjust the content each time to the specific target group.
4.
Dissemination to policy makers, security organizations and End Users (Telecom groups and
Standardization Bodies): this activity included a variety of actors such as those players that
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determine the legal framework in national and international level since the RESISTO affects legal
and ethical issues (i.e., personal data) as well. The above category ranges from the EU Committees
and Agencies related to critical infrastructure protection up to Law Enforcement Agencies (LEAs),
Non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and International Standardization Bodies (IEEE groups,
ETSI and ECC etc). The related activities were foreseen to take place in the later stages of the
project where the proof of concept and the piloting implementation will result in successful validation
and evaluation results. Thus, representatives of these entities were invited to observe the operational
RESISTO platform during the piloting implementation, while targeted actions were foreseen:
participation to large security and critical infrastructures related scientific or market events, fairs,
exhibitions, conferences and expos in combination to exploitation actions.
5.
Clustering with other research and operational initiatives: Intra-project dissemination and
clustering with relevant EU or national projects were pursued to achieve essential and important
collaboration between researchers within Europe. Currently running or already finished EU or
national research projects within the scope of RESISTO have been contacted to establish
relationships and investigate potential common interests or even combined implementations and
approaches, exchanging views and information, fostering cooperation and feedback with other
players on the field and enabling stakeholders’ interaction. This was facilitated through participation
in Clustering Events organised by the EC, Experts working Groups, Critical Infrastructures Initiatives
or Security Organizations.
During the Covid-19 outbreak, the consortium put a lot of effort in organizing and participating to
online events, so to continuously updated the targeted group about the project achievements and
findings.
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3. RESISTO COMMS AT A GLANCE: FACTS AND FIGURES
The following is a visual synthesis of the integrated set of Communication and dissemination
activities performed during the project life cycle providing insights on main facts and figures.

Figure 2 - Main features in the project life period [M1 – M42]
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4. RESISTO BRAND INDENTITY (BI)
During the first two months of the project, the RESISTO identity has been defined to make the project
easily recognizable. It is meant to represent the stable visual element for project presentation and
promotion.
The RESISTO identity consists of a series of elements, both conceptual and visual, representing the
project as a whole. These elements conform the CI and are meant to use by all partners in synergy
with the integrated communication strategy set out in D10.6.

4.1 Visual identity and project logo
In accordance with the strategy, a coordinated visual identity of the project has been developed to
ensure consistent and recognizable communication throughout the different media. Unless
otherwise specified, the partners are required to follow the guidelines and directions established in
“RESISTO Brand Identity Manual” [D10.1].
The most important part of visual identity of the RESISTO project has been the logo design. [Read
D10.3 – Dissemination and Communication activities - First; chapter 3]
The project logo is in Figure 3.

Figure 3 - RESISTO logo official color_black_white

Any document and item related to the RESISTO Visual Identity has been shared with the partners
on the project files sharing platform [EMDESK – Folder: WP10_RESISTO Visual Identity].

4.2 Project Templates
A comprehensive set of graphic templates has been designed and produced by APRE, in
coordination with RM3, and distributed to partners.
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It includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

RESISTO Periodic report template (Microsoft Word);
RESISTO Minutes of Meeting template (Microsoft Word);
RESISTO Deliverable template (Microsoft Word);
RESISTO Presentation template 16:9 (Microsoft PowerPoint);
RESISTO Presentation template 4:3 (Microsoft PowerPoint);
RESISTO Newsletter template A4 (Adobe Indesign);
Reports and power point presentation slides used during workshop and conference.

The templates for different document types has been prepared (.doc, .ppt., .exl). The use of shared
templates has been allowed the project to be represented in a uniform way.
All the RESISTO graphic templates were shared with the partners on the project files sharing
platform (https://emdesk.eu/cms/?p=334).
[Read D10.9 – Communication materials final]

Figure 4 - RESISTO project templates (collection)
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5. COMMUNICATION MATERIALS AND PRODUCTS
A comprehensive set of communication materials has been designed and produced by APRE, in
coordination with RM3. It is aimed at improving the brand awareness and sharing information about
the project’s mission among the defined targets. It has been designed in total accordance with the
RESISTO visual identity.
The RESISTO Communication kit includes several tools/materials that each project partners has
been using during events, meetings and in any communication, activity performed.
It includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Brochure
Posters
Rollup
Business card
Background slide
Event cards
Gadgets (pins, pencil, stickers)
Booth wall
Newsletter

[Read D10.8 – Dissemination and Communication activities; chapter 4]
The RESISTO communication material is shared with the partners on EMDESK (RESISTO Intranet:
collaboration and project management tool used by RESISTO consortium), in the “WP10” folder and
it is possible to download the material from http://www.resistoproject.eu/communication-materials/

5.1 Other Branding elements [M24 – M42]
Based on the RESISTO project logo and visual identity, other branding elements were realized to
promote specific activity or contents produced in the framework of the RESISTO project. During the
reporting period,the following branded items have been realized:

5.1.1 Final video interview
A limited number of partners has been involved in a short video interview on hot project topics. The
video interview has been published and stored on RESISTO YouTube channel and then embedded
on the RESISTO website, with a view to disseminating them through the RESISTO newsletter and
social channels.
The video interview is available at the following link: https://youtu.be/uT9Xs6UxBM0
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Figure 5 - Final video interview (frames)

5.1.2 Intro and Outro official videos
An effective Intro and outro templates have been designed and animated to make catchy and
recognizable all the RESISTO videos: short animated pills branded with the RESISTO official visual
identity.

Figure 6 - Intro & Outro | Frames
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5.1.3 RESISTO Workshop | Comm Kit
In occasion of the first online workshop a newly branded comm kit was designed and produced, with
the precise aim to promote and branded the event.
It includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Save the Date
Agenda
Invitation
Registration form
Special social media cards
Background slides

Figure 7 - RESISTO workshop | Comm kit
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5.1.4 RESISTO Final Conference | Comm Kit
In occasion of the Final event (October 2021, online) a newly branded comm kit was designed and
produced, with the precise aim to promote and branded the event.
It includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Save the Date
Agenda
Invitation
Registration form
Special social media cards
Background slides

Figure 8 - RESISTO Final Conference | Comm kit
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5.2

Newsletter

RESISTO newsletter is the official, semi-annual newsletter from Horizon 2020 RESISTO Project,
designed by APRE and realised by RM3 with the collaboration of all partners. Each RESISTO
Newsletter issue aims at disseminating project updates as well as news. It is developed and
compiled with contributions from the RESISTO Consortium Partners, Advisory Board’s members
and the relevant Stakeholders.
With the aim of providing relevant information to the ecosystem while gaining stronger engagement
from the RESISTO stakeholders, the newsletter is designed as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Insight from the RESISTO project coordinator: a welcoming message from the
coordinator suggesting the most appropriate keys to go through the newsletter;
What’s hot: hot topics analysed from RESISTO partners or AB members (a collection of
articles with different themes);
Technical highlights: technical update on the project by the technical coordinator of
RESISTO;
RESISTO publications: updates on the scientific publications produced by the partners;
RESISTO: we have been there! a collection of all dissemination and communication
events in which the RESISTO project partners participated.

Each RESISTO newsletter has been disseminated following the RESISTO Communication
Campaign approach. Open average: 76% (source: google analytics).
Links to the RESISTO newsletter issued during the reporting period (M1 – M42):
•

n.1 RESISTO Newsletter | December 2019 [here]

•

n.2 RESISTO Newsletter | April 2020 [here]

•

n.3 RESISTO Newsletter | November 2020 [here]

•

n.4 RESISTO Newsletter | September 2021 [here]

•

n.5 RESISTO Newsletter | October 2021 [here]
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Figure 9 - RESISTO newsletter cover: 1st issue - 2nd issue – 3rd issue – 4th issue

The RESISTO newsletter has been disseminated through:
•

Website

•

Social media channel (Twitter/Facebook/LinkedIn)

•

Mailing to partners and contacts

•

Contacts subscribed via the website form

•

APRE database [6000 contacts]

•

APREweekly (bullettin)
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6. SUMMARY OF DISSEMINATION AND COMMUNICATION TOOL AND
CHANNELS
A number of communication tools is employed by the project for communication purposes in order
to achieve the planned objectives. Each tool has a different goal, target audience and engagement
factor, the purpose being to cover the whole target audience through complementarity.

6.1 RESISTO website: main analytics and figures
The project website allows the communication with the general public as well as the one among the
consortium partners. The project website has been established within one month from the kick - off
meeting and will be maintained and continuously updated through the whole duration of the project.
The project website is also used as a hub for all dissemination activities, and news broadcast channel
for all public information.
The RESISTO website is online at www.resistoproject.eu
As shown from the website Map [Read D10.3 – Project Website], the Homepage serves as an entry
point to all relevant sections. All the access points are provided for in the horizontal menu, while
visual evidence through dedicated sections are provided when scrolling the homepage, as follows:
•

About the RESISTO project

•

RESISTO official video

•

Latest news

•

Calendar Events

•

Social media feed RSS

•

RESISTO partners

•

Resources

•

Contact form

The RESISTO website has been constantly monitored by the Communication team through the
RESISTO Google analytics account. Table 1 reports the main performance results at M42 (October
2021).

Analytics – www.resistoproject.eu (M42)
n. 5128

Users

n. 15590

Page views

Table 1 - Website Analytics (M12-M42) Source: Google Analytics
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Table 2 reports a resume of content publishing activities on the website.

Publishing activities on - www.resistoproject.eu (M42)
n. 54

News and events

n. 12 album

Multimedia

n. 38

Publications/Resources

Table 2 - Website | Publishing activity by content type

6.2 Social media channels
The RESISTO project is promoted all along its duration through four social media, namely Twitter,
Facebook, LinkedIn and YouTube. It is understood that social media as a mean of communication
require time and an editorial calendar to become effectively functional.
The social media will be promoted at any given chance, in all communication activities or material,
by all partners. Therefore, links to all social media accounts will appear on the Website, flyers and
brochures, reports intended for the public and official project presentations. It is also necessary for
project partners to promote the social media in their exchanges with clients and other stakeholders.

6.2.1 Twitter
User name: @RESISTO_project

Twitter - brief (M42)
Followers

n. 265

Tweets

n. 352

Retweets

n. 216
n. 8,2 K

Views

Table 3 - Twitter – brief (source: Twitter Analytics)
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6.2.2 Facebook
User name: @RESISTO.eu.project
Facebook - brief (M42)
Followers

n. 137

Post

n. 126

View

n. 2864

Table 4 - Facebook – brief (source: Facebook Analytics)

6.2.3 Linkedin
User name: @RESISTO project

Linkedin - brief (M42)
Followers

n. 118

Post

n. 189

View

n. 4893

Table 5 - Linkedin – brief (source: Linkedin Analytics)

6.2.4 YouTube
User name: RESISTO project
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Figure 10 - RESISTO YouTube channel | Homepage

The information content of the YouTube channel will be restricted to videos of events (mainly
workshops and trainings) which would be of interest to target audience and the stakeholders.
The channel contains four main videos:
•
•
•
•

RESISTO EU project | Official video presentation
RESISTO workshop “The innovative approaches in protecting communication infrastructures
and the exploitation of the results”
RESISTO final video interview “Main goals and final results”
RESISTO Final Conference “The resilience in the telecommunication infrastructure: lessons
learned from the RESISTO project” [on going]
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7. PROJECT PRESENTATION AT INTERNAL EVENTS
7.1 RESISTO 2nd Workshop
On the 17th of March 2021, the RESISTO consortium held its 2nd Workshop "The innovative
approaches in protecting communication infrastructures and the exploitation of the results" to present
the project findings and progress to the RESISTO community, made up of practitioners, industry,
and academia.
The Workshop, organised by project partners Università degli Studi Roma Tre and APRE, was
divided in two open sessions, devoted to present the project’s use cases and the improvements of
the RESISTO platform with respect to the tools commonly used in telecom security. Moreover, the
Workshop hosted Max Brandt, Policy Officer, Innovation and Industry for Security, EU Commission
DG Migration and Home Affairs as special guest.
The 2nd RESISTO Workshop was a successful event (more than 80 attendants was online during
the presentations and the discussions) and provided a fruitful exchange between the audience, the
consortium and the keynote speakers. The whole event was recorded and it is available on the
YouTube channel of the Project (to https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SvGhDT33hXU)

Figure 11 - RESISTO 2nd workshop agenda
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7.2 RESISTO Final Conference
On the 21st of October 2021, the RESISTO consortium held its Final Conference "The resilience in
the telecommunication infrastructure: lessons learned from the RESISTO project" to present the
latest project findings and progress to the RESISTO community, made up of practitioners, industry,
and academia.
The Final Conference, organised by project partners Università degli Studi Roma Tre and APRE,
was divided into three sessions. The first section was devoted to introduce the keyword resilience
both from the European and RESISTO perspective. The second session presented the results of the
pilots in the RESISTO Project. Specifically, the results of WP7 (resilience in the current
telecommunication infrastructure), WP8 (resilience in the future telecommunication infrastructure),
and WP9 (resilience in interconnected critical infrastructure) have been broadly illustrated. The third
session proposed video demo from the aforementioned WPs and a panel discussion. The panel
discussion hosted Dr Luisa Franchina (President of the Italian Association of Critical Infrastructure
Expert) from the advisory board of RESISTO and Prof. John Soldatos (Internet of Things and
Artificial Intelligence Expert) from the ECSI cluster.
The RESISTO Final Conference was a successful event (more than 80 attendants were online during
the presentations and the discussions) and provided a fruitful exchange between the audience, the
consortium and the speakers.
The whole event was recorded and it is available on the YouTube channel of the Project.

Figure 12 - RESISTO Final Conference agenda
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8. PROJECT PRESENTATION AT EXTERNAL EVENTS
All partners participated external events relevant to the project in order to present the project and its
results, increase the project visibility and establish new contacts. The pandemic emergency did not
facilitate the dissemination of the outcomes and findings of the project, however the consortium tried
to increase the contacts, by selecting key events.
To further improve the effectiveness of the dissemination actions in external events, all partners
implemented a three steps procedure so to be supported by communication on project social
channels.
The three steps procedure is depicted in the next figure: the scheme is composed by three different
actions fulfilled by the partner involved in external events. These actions are:


pre-event: share the info with T10.2 leader



during the event: take photos in which the RESISTO logo is visible (it is important to
document the participation at the event). And if possible, send the photos to APRE
(RESISTO social media manager) the day of the event. In this way we have the possibility
to write a live post for the RESISTO social media



post event: if possible and if relevant for the communication, send a brief follow-up to
T10.2 Leader (e.g., report the important moments of the event, if any relevant meeting
with stakeholders took place)

Figure 13 - Partners contribution during the EVENTS: scheme
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8.1 Trade show exhibitions, and clustering events
Although the pandemic outbreak moved online or canceled workshops, trade show exhibitions and
conferences, consortium partners were present in several events, representing the project and
showing achievements, findings, and outcomes.
During the last 18 months, RESISTO was presented in the events reported in the next table.
Authors/Presenters

Event name

Participant
Number

Sylvia Bach

EGU General Assembly 2020, 8/5/2020

200

Bruno Saccomanno

ECSI workshop on Critical Infrastructure Protection, 24/6/2020,
online

200

Sara Baldoni

1st Int. Workshop on Cyber-Physical Security for Critical
Infrastructures Protection, 18/09/ 2020, Guildford/online

50

Federica Pascucci

1st Int. Workshop on Cyber-Physical Security for Critical
Infrastructures Protection, 18/09/ 2020, Guildford/online

50

Mirjam Fehling-Kaschek

European Safety and Reliability Conference, 1-5/11/2020,
Venice/online

500

Mirjam Fehling-Kaschek,
Natalie Miller

7th Cyberwatching webinar: Cybersecurity risk management: How
to strengthen resilience and adapt in 202, 23/11/2020

100

Michalis Skitsas

Nicosia Risk Forum 2020,26/11/2020, Nicosia

100

Riccardo Colelli, Chiara
Foglietta, Stefano
Panzieri

Maker Faire Rome – The European Edition 2020, 10-13/12/2020
Rome/online

100

Stefano Panzieri

CERIS - Disaster risk societies – Multihazards risk management,
5/5/2021, online

500

Andrei Avadanei

IEEE International Black Sea Conference on Communications and
Networking, 24-28/05/2021, Bucharest

Bruno Saccomanno

CERIS - Disaster risk societies – State-of-play and way forward,
14/6/2021, online

100

Riccardo Colelli

29th Mediterranean Conference on Control and Automation (MED),
22-25/6/2021, Bari/online

150

Rodoula Makri

5G-PINE 2021 Workshop 17th International Conference on Artificial
Intelligence Applications and Innovations, AIAI 2021, Aldemar
Knossos Royal, Crete, Greece, 25 – 27 June, 2021

100

Bruno Saccomanno

CERIS Scenario-based innovation workshop: Enhancing
Infrastructure Resilience against Hybrid Threats, 29/6/2021, online

200

Riccardo Colelli

IEEE 19th International Conference on Industrial Informatics, 2123/7/2021, Palma de Mallorca/online

200

Romeo Bratska

Cyprus Security and Defence conference 2021,4-5/10/2021, Nicosia

150

50

Table 6 - List of talks presented in the last 18 months of the project
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8.2 Conferences
Generally, conferences represent an excellent tool to disseminate the project outcomes and findings
and to boost discussion on methodologies and technologies in the scientific community. During the
last 18 months, in presence conference were limited due to the pandemic outbreak: as a
consequence, the effectiveness of the dissemination was sensibly downgraded. However, online
conferences were the only way for the community to show results and collect feedback. Therefore,
the consortium increased the participation in international conferences during this last period. In the
next table the talks presented in the last 18 months are listed.
It is worth noticing that RESISTO results have been presented in both dedicated and general
conferences, addressing different target communities. The contributions presented in dedicated
conferences (i.e., Workshop on Cyber-Physical Security for Critical Infrastructures Protection,
European Safety and Reliability Conference, IEEE International Black Sea Conference on
Communications and Networking), indeed, were related to technological results. The contribution
presented in general conferences (i.e., Mediterranean Conference on Control and Automation,
International Conference on Industrial Informatics) have a methodological flavour.
Most of the conferences selected to present the results of RESISTO project are regional: this is a
direct consequence of the pandemic emergency. On the one hand, this choice has guaranteed the
dissemination of the project achievements and the engagement of policy makers and stakeholders
even during lockdown. On the other hand, this selection does not always allow to find high quality
conferences from a scientific perspective, as highlighted in the Table 7, column “Ranking”.
The column ranking has been built considering the following databases:
-

CORE (https://www.core.edu.au): ranking A (best) to C (worst)

-

QUALIS (https://ppgcc.github.io/discentesPPGCC/en/qualis/): ranking A (best) to B5 (worst)

-

GGS (https://scie.lcc.uma.es:8443/ratingSearch.jsf): ranking A (best) to D (worst)

It is worth noticing, however, that database used to rank the conferences, are mostly related to
computer science discipline. The computer science community, indeed, is quite active in conference
ranking and several databases can be find on the network for this purpose. Thus, the ranking of the
conferences retrieved using these tools can be only partially applied to this project, that have a high
multidisciplinary inspiration, ranging from signal processing, control systems, to risk management
social engineering, and social science. Therefore, not all the conferences have a ranking (NA in the
table) and the evaluation of some of the conferences does not reflect the impact of that conference
on different scientific communities.

[Table 7 available in the next page]
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Authors/Presenters

Talk Title

Conference Name

Sara Baldoni,
Giuseppe Celozzi,
Alessandro Neri,
Marco Carli,
Federica Battisti

Inferring Anomaly
Situation from Multiple
Data Sources in Cyber
Physical Systems

1st Int. Workshop on
Cyber-Physical
Security for Critical
Infrastructures
Protection, 18/09/
2020, Guildford, UK ESORICS

Mirjam FehlingKaschek, Natalie
Miller, Gael Haab,
Katja Faist,
Alexander Stolz,
Ivo Häring, Alberto
Neri, Giuseppe
Celozzi, Jose
Sanchez, Javier
Valera and Rodoula
Makri

Risk and Resilience
Assessment and
Improvement in the
Telecommunication
Industry

Natalie Miller,
Kushal Srivastava,
Alexander Stolz,
Ivo Häring, Mirjam
Fehling-Kaschek,

Partici
pant

Ranking
(CORE/QUALIS/GGS)

50

A/A2/A+

European Safety and
Reliability Conference,
1-5/11/2020, Venice

500

NA/NA/NA

Resilience modeling and
analysis of
telecommunication
networks

Joint International
Resilience Conference
2020, November 27,
2020

800

NA/NA/NA

Andrei Avadanei,
Ioan Constantin,
Lucian Nitescu,
Cristian Pațachia

Predictive Model for
Software Vulnerability
Management in
Telecommunication
Infrastructures

IEEE International
Black Sea Conference
on Communications
and Networking, 2428/05/2021, Bucharest

50

NA/NA/NA

Riccardo Colelli,
Filippo Magri,
Stefano Panzieri
and Federica
Pascucci

Anomaly-Based
Intrusion Detection
System for CyberPhysical System Security

29th Mediterranean
Conference on Control
and Automation
(MED), 2225/06/2021, Bari

150

NA/NA/C

Maria Belesioti,
Jorge Carapinha,
Rodoula Makri,
Ioannis
Chochliouros

The Challenge of
Security Breaches in the
Era of 5G Networking

5G-PINE 2021
Workshop 17th
International
Conference on Artificial
Intelligence
Applications and
Innovations, AIAI
2021, Aldemar
Knossos Royal, Crete,
Greece, 25 – 27 June,
2021

100

C/B4/C

Riccardo Colelli,
Chiara Foglietta,
Roberto Fusacchia,
Stefano Panzieri
and Federica
Pascucci

Blockchain application in
simulated environment
for Cyber-Physical
Systems Security

IEEE 19th
International
Conference on
Industrial Informatics,
21-23/07/2021, Palma
de Mallorca

200

NA/B/B3
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Jorge Carapinha

New Challenges and
Solutions to Network
Resilience: A Practical
Approach

12th International
Conference on
Network of the Future,
October 06-08, 2021,
Coimbra, Portugal
(Virtual Conference),
Resilient Network
Design – enhancing
availability for critical
services (ResNeD)
Workshop,
https://nof2021.dnac.
org/resned-program/

200

NA/NA/NA

Lucian Nitescu

Threat classification in
current Communication
Infrastructures
Published

CERTCON 11, October
13-14, 2021,
Bucharest, Romania

250

NA/NA/NA

Table 7 - List of talks presented in the last 18 months of the project in international conference

9. PUBLICATIONS
9.1 Scientific Publications
To achieve a long-lasting impact beyond project duration, particularly in relation to the academic
world, the RESISTO consortium produced several scientific publications. Beyond the conference
papers, already presented in section 8.1, two journal papers have been published and one is
currently under review. To provide a glance of the impact of the publication the following indexes are
reported for the journal: h-index (the maximum value of h such that the given journal has published
at least h papers that have each been cited at least h times), the CiteScore (average citations
received per document published in the serial), SCImago Journal Rank (SJR - weighted citations
received by the serial), and the Source Normalized Impact per Paper (SNIP - actual citations
received relative to citations expected for the serial’s subject field).


Published
o

S. Baldoni, F. Battisti, M. Carli and F. Pascucci, "On the Use of Fibonacci Sequences
for Detecting Injection Attacks in Cyber Physical Systems," in IEEE Access, vol. 9,
pp. 41787-41798, 2021, doi: 10.1109/ACCESS.2021.3065228 (h-index 127,
citescore 4.7, SJR 0.587, SNIP 1.421)

o

Häring, I., Fehling-Kaschek, M., Miller, N. et al. A performance-based tabular
approach for joint systematic improvement of risk control and resilience applied to
telecommunication grid, gas network, and ultrasound localization system. Environ
Syst Decis 41, 286-329 (2021). https://doi.org/10.1007/s10669-021-09811-5 (h-index
43, Citescore 5, SJR 0.656, SNIP 1.243)
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Under review
o

N. Miller, S. Bach, M. Belesioti, A. Langefeld, J. Carapinha, C. Patrascu, I. Constantin,
K. Srivastava, M. Fehling-Kaschek, Cross Border Resilience Analysis of
Telecommunication Networks, submitted to Journal of Homeland Security and
Emergency Management (h-index 24, Citescore 3.5, SJR 0.304, SNIP 0.667)

According to SCImago Journal Rank 2020, “IEEE Access” is a top journal for the subject areas
Computer science and Engineering. The Springer journal “Environment Systems and Decisions” is
classified in the second quartile of the subject area Environmental Science. The “Journal of
Homeland Security and Emergency Management” is classified in the third quartile of the subject area
Business, Management and Accounting, Social Science, and Engineering.
The consortium addressed open access publication, according to the European roadmap to open
science. To this aim, the first article has been published in a gold open access journal, IEEE Access
(the first Gold Open Access journal from IEEE), while the second has been published to a
transformative journal, the Environment Systems and Decisions, from Springer with OA option. The
Journal of Homeland Security and Emergency Management is a hybrid journal from De Gruyter
editor.
The topic of all the journals selected for publications are in the fields of interest of the project
(although IEEE Access has a broader range of interests).

9.2 Articles
In the last 18 months of the RESISTO project one articles have been published on magazines
targeting the stakeholders and the general public. The targeted magazine is a quarterly supplement
to the Italian financial magazine “Il Sole 24 Ore”. The readers of the supplement are mostly from the
finance and public sectors.
Title

Authors

Telecomunicazioni: rischio e resilienza
(https://minisiti.ilsole24ore.com/scenari-programmi-e-progettifebbraio2021/scenari-programmi-e-progetti-febbraio2021.pdf)

C. Foglietta, S.
Panzieri, F.
Pascucci

Magazine
Scenari, Gruppo 24ore
Edition: 41 – February
2021

Table 8 - List of articles published in magazines

9.3 Other publications
During the second year of the RESISTO project, all the partners was involved in the preparation of
a part of the book entitled “Cyber-Physical Threat Intelligence for Critical Infrastructures Security”.
The book was published online with open access by Now (https://www.nowpublishers.com/) on
September 2020 and the hardcopies was delivered on March 2021.
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This book is the result of a tight cooperation with the ECSI cluster and presents the results of
European Projects in the cluster: FINSEC https://www.finsec-project.eu, SAFECARE
https://www.safecare-project.eu,
SPHINX
https://sphinx-project.eu,
and
DEFENDER
https://defender-project.eu.

RESISTO contributed with the following chapters:
Title

Authors

Downloads

Security and Resilience Challenges for the Critical
Infrastructures of the Communications Sector
(https://www.nowpublishers.com/article/Chapter/97
81680836868?cId=978-1-68083-687-5.ch16)

Federica Battisti, Marco Carli, Federica
Pascucci, Mirjam Fehling-Kaschek, Rodoula
Makri, Maria Belesioti, Ioannis Chochliouros,
Ioan Constatin, Xiao-Si Wang

1259

RESISTO - RESIlience enhancement and risk control
platform for communication infraSTructure Operators
(https://www.nowpublishers.com/article/Chapter/97
81680836868?cId=978-1-68083-687-5.ch17)

Alberto Neri, Alessandro Neri

1238

Detection of innovative low-rate denial of service
attacks against critical infrastructures
(https://www.nowpublishers.com/article/Chapter/97
81680836868?cId=978-1-68083-687-5.ch19)

Luca Baldini, Marco Carli, Giuseppe Celozzi,
Federico Colangelo, Alessandro Neri, Cosimo
Zotti

1220

Resilience analysis and quantification for Critical
Infrastructures
(https://www.nowpublishers.com/article/Chapter/97
81680836868?cId=978-1-68083-687-5.ch20)

N. Miller, M. Fehling-Kaschek, G. Haab, K.
Faist,A. Stolz, I. Håring

1248

CISIApro Critical Infrastructures Modeling Technique
for an Effective Decision Making Support
(https://www.nowpublishers.com/article/Chapter/97
81680836868?cId=978-1-68083-687-5.ch21)

Chiara Foglietta, Stefano Panzieri

1220

Modern innovative detectors of physical threats for
Critical Infrastructures
(https://www.nowpublishers.com/article/Chapter/97
81680836868?cId=978-1-68083-687-5.ch22)

Rodoula Makri, Panos Karaivazoglou,
Alexandros Kyritsis, Michael Skitsas, Nikolaos
Koutras, Javier Valera, Jose Manuel Sanchez

1221

Table 9 - RESISTO/ECSI Book chapters
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Figure 14 - Preview of the book “Cyber-Physical Threat Intelligence for Critical Infrastructures Security

The chapters were issued for the collection nowOpen, the gold Open Access publishing program of
now publisher. This program is built on the well-established “Foundations and Trends” series of
review journals and e-books from the same publisher. nowOpen adopts the same quality and ethics
standards. The “Foundations and Trends” e-books have been recognized as are a trusted resource
for graduate students, corporate engineers, and researchers. The e-books from this series are
distributed by IEEExplore portal and indexed on SCOPUS.
During the last 18 month of project, two bookchapters has been prepared and published:


Foglietta, Chiara, and Stefano Panzieri. "Resilience in Critical Infrastructures: The Role of
Modelling and Simulation." In Issues on Risk Analysis for Critical Infrastructure Protection.
IntechOpen, 2020, https://www.intechopen.com/chapters/74123 (216 downloads)



Maria Belesioti, Rodoula Makri, Panos Karaivazoglou, Evangelos Sfakianakis, Ioannis
Chochliouros and Alexandros Kyritsis. “Security and Resilience in Critical Infrastructures” in
"Security Informatics and Law Enforcement" Series, Ed.: Akhgar, Babak, ISSN: 2523-8507,
Springer, June 2021, https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-3-030-69460-9_19 (159
downloads)
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The IntechOpen publisher adopts the highest standards of academic publishing and subscribed the
Budapest Open Access Initiative. The publications from this publisher are indexed by Web of
Science - Book Citation Index, Crossref, Google Scholar, WorldCat, BASE, EBSCO A-to-Z, Open
AIRE, CNKI Scholar, RePEc, ExLibris SFX. The Intechopen publisher has been funded, among the
others, by the European Commission, the National Institute of Health, the National Science
Foundation, the National Institute of Standards and Technology, the Research Councils United
Kingdom, the German Research Foundation, and the Australian Research Council.
The “Security Informatics and Law Enforcement” from Springer is a multidisciplinary book series that
aims at exploring contemporary issues related to law enforcement agencies, security services and
industries from an engineering and computer science perspective. It has been launched in 2019 and
it is currently indexed by most of the abstract and citation databases (i.e., web of science, Scopus,
etc).

9.4 Publications section on the website
All publications are listed in a dedicated part of the website that summarizes all contributions in terms
of Newsletters, Articles, Relevant Presentations and Scientific Publications (see
http://www.resistoproject.eu/publications/).

Figure 15 - Publication section | RESISTO website
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10.

NETWORKING: THE EUROPEAN CLUSTER FOR SECURING CRITICAL
INFRASTRUCTURES – ECSI

Since November 2019 RESISTO is part of ECSCI (European Cluster for Securing Critical
Infrastructures).
The cluster aims at promoting the interaction among European projects addressing the topic of
security of critical infrastructures. Beside the 10 seminal projects:











FINSEC https://www.finsec-project.eu
SAFECARE https://www.safecare-project.eu
SPHINX https://sphinx-project.eu
DEFENDER https://defender-project.eu
ANASTACIA http://www.anastacia-h2020.eu/
INFRA STRESS https://www.infrastress.eu/
STOP-IT https://stop-it-project.eu/
SATIE http://satie-h2020.eu/
SecureGas https://www.securegas-project.eu/
RESISTO http://www.resistoproject.eu/

Other 11 projects joined the cluster in the last 18 months:












CYBERSANE https://www.cybersane-project.eu/
ENSURESEC http://www.ensuresec.eu/
ENERGY SHIELD https://energy-shield.eu/
FEATURECLOUD https://featurecloud.eu/
SOTER https://soterproject.eu/
IMPETUS https://www.impetus-project.eu/
SMARTRESILIENCE http://www.smartresilience.eu-vri.eu/
7SHIELD https://www.7shield.eu/
Sealed GRID https://www.sgrid.eu/
PHOENIX https://phoenix-h2020.eu/
HYBNET https://euhybnet.eu/

The main activities within the cluster have been the organization of:


the First ECSCI Workshop originally planned to be held at DG Home premises in
Brussels from March 26 to March, 27. Due to the spread of COVID-19 the workshop
has first be postponed to May and then moved to a completely virtual event on 24th
June 2020. RESISTO contribution:
o
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the 1st International Workshop on Cyber-Physical Security for Critical Infrastructures
Protection (https://sites.google.com/fbk.eu/cps4cip20) co-located with ESORICS
2020 in September 18-20, 2020. RESISTO contributions:
o

Federica Battisti (former Dissemination Manager) was the chair of the
workshop

o

Federica Pascucci (Dissemination Manager) was a keynote speaker

the 2nd International Workshop on Cyber-Physical Security for Critical Infrastructures
Protection (https://st.fbk.eu/events/CPS4CIP2021/) co-located with ESORICS 2021
on October 8, 2021. RESISTO contributions:
o

Federica Pascucci (Dissemination Manager) was in the organizing
committee.

Figure 16 - Cluster ECSCI
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11.

SUMMARY OF RESISTO KPIS

Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) was set as performance measurement to define and measure
progress toward the set goals along with its impact to the targeted audiences. To evaluate and
monitoring the effectiveness of the dissemination activities, we consider both the KPIs in the
description of work and the KPIs defined in the previous reporting periods. The following table shows
the achieved results in comparison with the overall KPIs, related to the Communication and
dissemination activities. Although the pandemic emergency that largely affected the development of
the project and the dissemination actions, most of the KPI was reached. The project was not able to
build a loyal virtual community through social networks: this is strictly related to the reduced
participation to in presence events, where it is possible to perform strong networking activities.
Targets

Project
website

Everyone

Metrics (Goals)

RESISTO results [M42]

#website = 1

#website = 1

# visitors > 100/month

#visitors > 300/month

#blog post = 1/month

#blog post > 1/month

# channels > 3

# channels = 4
(fb,tw,linkd,youtube)

# posts > 10/month
Exploitation partners,
research community, end
user

Social media

# conversations > 3/month
#FB fans >500
#Twitter followers>1000
#Linkedin members>250

Newsletter

Everyone

Project Video

Everyone

Articles or
press release

# posts > 15/month
# conversations > 3/month
#FB fans =127
#Twitter followers=274
#Linkedin members=123

#newsletter > 4

#newsletter = 5

#video > 1

#video = 4

#views > 500

#views ~ 500

-

#articles > 4

#articles = 3

Scientific
publications

Research community,
exploitation partners

# Scientific pub > 15

#scientific pub = 16

Conferences
/events

Research community, end
users, exploitation partners

# conf/events > 15

#conf/events = 32

#Audience > 1,000

#Audience > 2.600

#workshop > 2

Workshop

End-Users, Industry,
Researchers, European
Commission Staff, Key
Influencers, EU and national
politicians and international
experts in the field of CI
protection and
communication security,
ECSO members

#workshop = 3 (The first
workshop held on month
12; the second workshop
held on month 35; the final
conference on month 42)

#external participants > 60

#external participants > 60

Table 10 - KPIs related to the Communication and dissemination activities
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12.

EXECUTION OF DISSEMINATION STRATEGY, CONSULTATIONS AND
SURVEYS

The key to the effective dissemination of project results is to communicate important achievements
in the right time and to the right stakeholders. Thus, as denoted in Section 2, the dissemination and
communication activities will follow a time plan compliant to the main project phases:
•

•

•

The initial project phase incorporating Definition of user and architecture requirements
will be accompanied by an initial awareness creation phase (year 1) towards
dissemination and communication actions, during which the concept and project
objectives will be communicated to a wide range of stakeholders;
The project development and integration phase will be accompanied by a focused market
and stakeholders’ attraction phase (year 2), during which early outcomes will be
published and communicated;
The piloting implementation phase will be accompanied by a more aggressive strategic
dissemination phase (year 3), during which pilot trials with end users will be held to boost
stakeholders and market penetration and to pave the way for the commercial exploitation
after the end of the project. Although the Covid-19 pandemic outbreak, RESISTO partner
participated and disseminated the outcomes and the exploitable results of the Project in
several events.

There are 7 deliverables foreseen in the workplan which are associated with the dissemination
strategy, as listed in Table 10 that will materialize the above-mentioned dissemination and
communication actions timeplan.

Deliverable

Due date

Responsible partner

D10.1 Communication material - first

4

RM3

D10.2 Communication material - final

36

RM3

D10.3 Project Web Site

2

RM3

D10.6 Dissemination and Communication Activities - first

2

RM3

D10.7 Dissemination and Communication Activities - second

12

RM3

D10.8 Dissemination and Communication Activities – third

24

RM3

D10.9 Dissemination and Communication Activities - final

42

RM3

Table 11 - List of deliverables related to dissemination

Furthermore, the RESISTO consortium participate in the following consultations and surveys.
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Title

Requested by
DG Research & Innovation
Directorate Prosperity

Stakeholders consultation on the
Guiding Principles for Knowledge
Valorisation
Synopsis of anticipated short-term
policy feedback-related actions of
projects dealing with Security
Research

CERIS Round Table (based on CERIS
survey on EU-funded project
cooperation)

Survey on standardisation for selected
Horizon 2020 beneficiaries

DG HOME CoU / CERIS survey on EUfunded project cooperation

Date

Who

14/09/2021

P. Di Michele / B.
Saccomanno (LDO)

01/07/2021

P. Di Michele / B.
Saccomanno (LDO)
F. Pascucci (RM3)

Ecorys
[a research and
consultancy firm which,
together with Deloitte, is
currently supporting DG
HOME with the
implementation of the
Community of Users (CoU)
/ Community of European
Research and Innovation
for Security (CERIS)]

17/06/2021

B. Saccomanno
(LDO)

Unit Valorisation policies
and IPR, European
Commission

28/05/2021

J. Carapinha (ALB) /
B. Saccomanno
(LDO)

03/05/2021

P. Di Michele / B.
Saccomanno (LDO)

REA - C2 Unit

DG HOME (by
CheckMarket)

Questionnaire of the ERNCIP Thematic
Group (TG) on Early Warning Zones
(EWZ)

REA Security Research

22/02/2021

R. Macri (ICCS)

Synopsis of anticipated short-term
policy feedback-related actions of
projects dealing with Security
Research

REA - Unit B4
Safeguarding Secure
Society

15/02/2021

P. Di Michele / B.
Saccomanno (LDO)
F. Pascucci (RM3)

08/10/2020

B. Saccomanno
(LDO)

08/09/2020

V. Di Claudio / B.
Saccomanno (LDO)

Survey on Dissemination &
Exploitation tools and services
('Dissemination and Exploitation
support for Framework Programme
beneficiaries')

Good practices for CI resilience questionnaire
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Safeguarding Secure
Society
(on behalf of European
Commission and DG
Research and Innovation)
Polytechnic of Milan
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Open Consultation on new CIP
Directive

REA Security Research

06/08/2020

S. Panzieri / Chiara
Foglietta (RM3)
B. Saccomanno
(LDO)

Synopsis of anticipated short-term
policy feedback-related actions of
projects dealing with Security
Research

REA - Unit B4
Safeguarding Secure
Society

23/07/2020

F. Frosali / B.
Saccomanno (LDO)

Open public consultation on the use of
Galileo and EGNOS for critical
infrastructures that depend on satellite
navigation for timing and
synchronisation

DG DEFIS

21/05/2020

A. Neri (RM3)
B. Saccomanno
(LDO)

Cybersecurity-relevant projects
classified based on "A Proposal for a
European Cybersecurity Taxonomy"
(JRC - 2019)

REA - Unit B4
Safeguarding Secure
Society

29/11/2019

P. Di Michele / B.
Saccomanno (LDO)

Table 12 - Consultations and surveys
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13. RELEVANT STANDARDS AND GAP ANALYSIS
This section provides the final results of RESISTO Task T10.6, “Existing and future standardization,
certification and conformity assessment”. In this Task a review of relevant standards and
standardization activities has been performed.
The current deliverable updates and complements the information that had already been provided
in D10.8 [6] by reporting standardization-related activities conducted by RESISTO partners and
providing a further detailed analysis of relevant standards to the main RESISTO components. In
relation to the latter, an analysis is provided on a per component level, including external components
such as Blockchain which, despite not being part of the RESISTO system, have been exploited as
a key ingredient in the context of RESISTO use cases.

13.1 Standardization and SDO Related Activities
In this section an overview of activities conducted by RESISTO partners in the context of several
standardization bodies is provided, namely:





ISO TC307 (Blockchain standardization) by Guardtime
ETSI ISG ENI (Experiential Networked Intelligence working group) by Altice Labs.
NATO STO IST-187-RTG Working Group by Leonardo
UNITEL/UNIFE (Railway) by Leonardo

The first two are focused on technologies that have been extensively used to build RESISTO use
cases (blockchain and machine learning, respectively), whereas the other two corresponds to a
potential RESISTO application area.

13.1.1. ISO Technical Committee 307
Blockchain technology is gaining attention as the new digital economy continues to drive innovation
in methods of transaction, increases in efficiency and reductions in manual processes.
While many of the early proof-of-concepts for blockchain applications have focused on innovation in
financial services, blockchain technology has the potential to disrupt and transform all industries,
particularly telecommunications.
Understanding how blockchain works would maximize its business potential and its extensive
adoption.
As blockchain proves its versatility in facilitating secure transactions across different industries and
sectors, people are starting to sit up and pay closer attention to its potential. Blockchain offers an
environment where users can freely interact in an ecosystem commanding minimal to virtually no
cost at all, at a pace that can make corners of the globe reachable in just a matter of minutes. Though
an emerging technology, its applications can already be seen materializing across a wide spectrum
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of sectors: banking and trade finance, supply chain management, law enforcement, energy,
insurance, real estate, and many more.
Nonetheless, for a pioneering technology to work on a global scale, it first needs to create an agency
of trust. In this regard, standards have a role to play in establishing public trust to promote the
adoption of this technology. This is where ISO comes into the picture to ensure that the blockchain
interactions follow internationally applicable rules, norms and procedures. The international
standardization efforts for blockchain and distributed ledger technologies being carried out in ISO’s
technical committee ISO/TC 307 seek to standardize the blockchain concept and the mechanism to
support it.
With increased transparency, improved economic efficiencies and higher standards of living as some
of the key benefits of utilizing blockchain, there is a call for the development of an appropriate
standards framework to establish market confidence for this technology. ISO/TC 307 heeds this call
by developing International Standards and emphasizing the critical role standardization plays in
building consensus amongst the stakeholders of this technology.
The aim of ISO/TC 307 is to meet the growing need for standardization in blockchain. Blockchain
technologies are a means of achieving trust and security when making exchanges.
With more than 50 countries participating in the standards development process, the work of ISO/TC
307 promises to provide the necessary clarity to support the development of future blockchain
standards. Issues relating to the technology’s security, privacy and identity are also managed
collectively in the work of the committee.
4 standards have been published; 11 standards are under development. 61 committee members do
the needed work.
The RESISTO project has analyzed the published standards. Team have chosen under development
standards and related technical committees that are valuable to project consortium members in the
telecom sector business. Team has chosen ISO technical committees that have researched or
piloted similar technologies.
We have contacted ISO TC 307 and presented two RESISTO use cases where blockchain was used
- Use Case 4 “Disruption of major sporting event by combined physical & cyber-attack by a terrorist
organization” and Use Case 5 “Protection of Cloud Storage Services Smart Manufacturing”. Chair of
the TC 307 shared the slides with workgroup that is focused on blockchain use cases.
Project consortium members’ objective is to use standards as supportive tools for the technology
implementation. For example, in explanation to potential RESISTO system clients. It adds trust and
shows maturity. It is useful to refer to standard in tender processes.
The relevant committees below have importance to RESISTO partners:
ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 7

Software and systems engineering

ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 27

Information security, cybersecurity, and privacy protection

ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 31

Automatic identification and data capture techniques

ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 32

Data management and interchange

ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 37

Biometrics
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ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 40

IT service management and IT governance

ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 41

Internet of things and digital twin

ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 42

Artificial intelligence

ISO/TC 20

Aircraft and space vehicles

ISO/TC 154

Processes, data elements and docs in commerce, industry, admin

ISO/TC 184/SC 4

Industrial data

ISO/TC 211

Geographic information/Geomatics

ISO/TC 262

Risk management

ISO/TC 292

Security and resilience

ISO/TC 295

Audit data services

ISO/TC 308

Chain of custody

ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 38

Cloud computing and distributed platforms

ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 17

Cards and security devices for personal identification

Team members have realized that some industry related technical committees have researched
blockchain area before the original standards were published for blockchain (TC307). It means that
business interest and requirements have been documented for some specific areas. Now it needs
to expand to other business areas. Telecom sector is one of these areas, as more software is taken
into use with 5G network development and risk management.

13.1.2 ETSI ISG ENI
Introduction
European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) Industry Specification Group (ISG) on
Experiential Networked Intelligence (ENI) has presently members and participants involving industry
and research institutes. Since its start in February 2017, the ISG has been specifying a set of use
cases and derived requirements for a generic, technology-independent, System Architecture. A gap
analysis of the ENI work on context-aware and policy-based standards has also been carried out. A
high-level architecture that uses AI mechanisms to learn and make decisions is being specified, and
a work item to create one or more Proof of Concepts (PoCs) has also been established.
With the significantly increased complexity of the current and future network, operators see humanmachine interaction as slow, error-prone, expensive, and cumbersome. They need the ability to
automate their network configuration, optimization, and monitoring processes to reduce the OPEX.
Such requirements pose significant challenges e.g., automating the complex human-dependent
decision-making processes, determining which services should be offered, and which services are
in danger of not meeting their Service-Level Agreement (SLA)s, as well as evaluating network
telemetry to gain further insight into service and resource fault management and performance.
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ISG ENI Overview
The ENI system uses policy-driven closed control loops together with emerging technologies, such
as big data analysis, analytics, and artificial intelligence mechanisms, to adjust the configuration and
monitoring of networks and networked applications by sending recommendations and/or commands
to an Assisted System. It dynamically updates its acquired knowledge to understand the
environment, including the needs of end users and the goals of the operator, by learning from actions
taken under its direction as well as those from other machines and humans (i.e., it is an experiential
architecture).
Moreover, ENI focuses on improving the operator experience by adding closed-loop artificial
intelligence mechanisms based on context-aware and metadata-driven policies in order to recognize
and incorporate new and changed knowledge more quickly, and hence, make actionable decisions.
As technology becomes increasingly complex, managing that infrastructure grows in complexity.
Operators need data-driven tools to help them make the right decisions at the right time.
Currently, the ENI System uses a set of External Reference Points to communicate with external
systems. As an option, an API Broker may also be used to connect ENI with those type of systems,
which enables API mediation to be performed between them.
Considering what was stated above, the primary goals are to create a set of standards that define
and specify how an ENI System functions and how to interoperate with it. The standards will specify
a System Architecture using modular Functional Blocks, according to Use Cases and Requirements
Group Specifications (GS) and demonstrated by using Proof of Concept activities.
In particular, as stated above, these goals determine the definition and specification of a Reference
Architecture that uses Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques and context-aware as well as metadatadriven policies to adjust offered services based on changes in user needs, environmental conditions
and business goals, according to the “observe-orient-decide-act” control loop model.
In addition, let’s not forget that the improvement of the operator experience, to recognize and
incorporate new and changed knowledge more quickly, and hence, make quicker and more effective
actionable decisions in day-to-day-operations also constitutes another focus of the ISG.

Main activities
1. Use Cases
Use cases drive the definition of ENI Requirements and Reference Architecture. So far, twenty-six
use cases have been defined as examples of how ENI systems can benefit network operators. These
use cases cover a wide range of fixed and mobile telecommunication systems, with applications in
the radio access network (RAN), fronthaul and core network
The following sections introduce five categories in which ISG ENI has classified the entire set of
UCs, as well as the context, motivation and description of some of the use cases identified for each
of them. A more detailed description of each UC as well as the characterization of each category
they belong to may be found in ETSI GS ENI 001 v3.1.1 [7]:



Infrastructure Management,
Network Operations,
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Service Orchestration and Management,
Assurance,
Network Security.

See also https://eniwiki.etsi.org/index.php?title=PoC_Topics.

2. System Architecture
ENI is conceptually a System that assists other systems in making more informed decisions. This
can be illustrated by showing the interaction of an ENI System as a separate system that gets data
from, and provides information to (including suggested commands) an existing system.
ENI is a System that may perform according to two different roles or modes of operation. An ENI
System is not solely a controller, manager, or orchestrator; rather, it sends information and
commands to multiple planes depending on its mode of operation. As stated above, this may be
interpreted as an interaction between an ENI System as a separate system that gets data from and
provides information to (including suggested commands) another external system. Either or both can
be defined system-wide or on a per-decision basis.
It should be emphasized that acceptance of the suggestions provided by the ENI System by the
Assisted System depends on the mode of operation negotiated at the start of interaction. If the
negotiated mode is the command mode, the Assisted System ought to, in principle, follow the
instructions provided by the ENI System. On the other hand, if the negotiated mode is the
recommendation mode, the Assisted System may opt for not following the ENI System proposal,
replacing it by one of its own.
ISG ENI performed an analysis of existing work done in various Standards Developing Organizations
(SDOs) on policy and policy management in general, and more specifically in context-aware policy
management, to determine what can be reused and what needs to be developed from scratch within
ENI. The results obtained during the analysis were fed directly into the approach taken during the
architecture design work.
The ENI System uses an API Broker to mediate between it and the Assisted System. This insulates
both from changes. More importantly, it enables ENI to be used by the Assisted System as is, i.e.
without functional changes.
The API Broker decouples the ENI System from other external systems that it communicates with
and is used to aid in the bi-directional translation of formats and languages between external systems
and the ENI System. This enables the ENI System to define and manage a single set of APIs,
including the authentication and authorization of the entities that want to communicate with the ENI.

3. The ENI System Reference Functional Architecture
Functional Blocks
The ENI System Architecture is defined as a set of Functional Blocks that use Internal and External
Reference Points to standardize communication between internal Functional Blocks and external
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systems, respectively. Each Functional Block is described in terms of its inputs, outputs, state, and
optionally, transfer function. This means that a specific implementation is not prescribed.
Figure 17 depicts the High-Level Functional Architecture of ENI when an API Broker is used.

Figure 17 - High-Level Functional Architecture of ENI When an API Broker Is Used

Figure 17 shows two closed control loops. Both closed control loops operate to achieve a set of
goals. The outer loop adjusts for context and situation changes, and the inner loop optimizes
business goals when the outer loop is stable.
The ENI System itself consists of three or more Functional Blocks, highlighted in red and green in
the figure above, that are detailed further down. These Functional Blocks perform input processing,
analysis, and output processing, respectively, which, together with the ENI Reference Architecture,
are described in detail in §§4.5.3 and §6 of ETSI GS ENI 005 V2.0.30 (2021-06).
All communication with external entities makes use of a specific External Reference Point. Inputs
are sent to the ENI System through APIs via the API Broker, which are organized according to
function and the type of entity that is communicating with it. This is to simplify integration with external
systems, such as architectures of other ETSI ISGs and SDOs.
Internally, the ENI System incorporates methods to discover bias and discrimination against both
individuals and groups of objects, ideas, or people. ENI also will specify mechanisms for ethical
decision-making and provide an explanation of such decisions. Both depend on ENI’s extensible
knowledge representation that enables it to incorporate new and change existing knowledge at
runtime.
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The Functional Architecture with its Internal Reference Points and External Reference Points related
with Input and Output Processing, for a single domain only, can be found in ETSI GS ENI 005
V2.0.30 (2021-06).
Reference Points
The External Reference Points that provide inputs to the ENI System are also described in the link
above, please §7.3. This function corresponds to the “observe” and “orient” portions of an OODA
and FOCALE control loops as defined in detail in ETSI GR ENI 017 (2021-08), §§4.4.1 and 4.4.3,
respectively, They are also enhanced to include machine learning. In particular, the ENI System
uses FOCALE V3, a basic requirement to deploy Cognitive Models.
An ENI External Reference Point is a Reference Point that is used to communicate between an ENI
Functional Block and an external entity of an external system. ENI has defined six External
Reference points that communicate directly with specific external systems, corresponding to those
that are indicated in the top purple box in Figure 17: OSS-like, Assisted System and/or Governance
System Application, BSS-like, User, Applications and Orchestrator.
An ENI internal Reference Point is the logical point of interaction between specific (internal)
Functional Blocks. Each internal Reference Point defines a set of related interfaces that specify how
the Functional Blocks communicate, interact and operate with each other. An ENI Internal Reference
Point is a Reference Point that is used to communicate between two or more Functional Blocks that
belong to the ENI System. This communication stays within ENI and is not seen by systems that are
external to ENI.
Internal Reference Points communicate data and information between internal ENI Functional
Blocks. Such communication should use the Semantic Bus to ensure that any ENI Functional Block
that needs the information can receive it through an appropriate subscription.
PoCs
Proof of Concept (PoC) is an important activity to validate the technologies developed in ENI. Please
see https://eniwiki.etsi.org/index.php?title=Ongoing_PoCs for ENI PoC details.

Results
1. Published Work during ETSI ISG ENI Release 1 and Release 2
Release 1 timeframe is usually recognized in ENI as having started in Feb/Mar 2017 and ended by
Set 2019, whereas Release 2 timeframe is considered to have taken place between Oct 19 and Set
21. Release 3 is associated from Oct 21 onwards.
To get aware of ENI specifications and reports published during the the Release 1 and Release 2
timeframes, please see https://eniwiki.etsi.org/index.php?title=ISG_ENI_Activities.
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2. Work in progress expected to be carried out to Release 3
Release 3 will start by continuing the work on the following Work Items, which were already active
during Release 2. To get aware of the work being carried out at this moment, please see
https://www.etsi.org/committee-activity/activity-report-eni.

Main PT/ALB contributions
As mentioned in the final part of §3.1, the most significant use cases whose original idea and drafts
were introduced by PT/ALB are listed below, one per each identified category as indicated at the
beginning of the work for this UC topic:






Use Case #1-2: “Handling of Peak Planned Occurrences”,
Use Case #2-3: Intelligent Software Rollouts,
Use Case #3-3: Intelligent carrier-managed SD-WAN,
Use Case #4-1 “Assurance of Service Requirements”, and
Use Case #5-1 “Policy-based network slicing for IoT Security”.

For a matter of volume of text, readers are invited to access the link ETSI GS ENI-001 v3.1.1, as far
as the first four numbered UCs are concerned.
The fifth, “Use Case #5-1 “Policy-based network slicing for IoT Security”, is quite aligned with
RESISTO UC#9, developed by Altice Labs and is briefly described hereinafter. Use Case #5.1
outline in terms of context, motivation, description and solution involving the ENI System is as
follows.
In the near future, it is expected that smart cities will be built by using a myriad of IoT devices, where
a significant number of them will be connected through 5G. These devices will play a vital role in the
deployment of various services (e.g., civil protection or other services provided by the local county,
where each service will have its own target use and different device requirements.
To support this massive deployment of devices, the use of network slices will enable their
aggregation either by functionality (e.g. security or city operations management support) or by other
types of lower level requirements, such as low latency and high bandwidth.
In this context, the handling of Distributed Denial Of Service (DDOS) attacks plays a crucial role as
those devices are usually meant to be part of the support to applications/services related to social
interest.
One of the key benefits of the network slicing concept, from the IoT perspective, is that it adds value
by offering network and cloud resources that can be used in an isolated, disjunctive, or shared
manner. In this context, network slicing can be used to support very diverse requirements imposed
by IoT services as well as by flexibility and scalability to support massive connections of different
natures.
The current Use Case is further described by the following set of components and features.
Different slices may be used and re-tasked to accommodate changes in context. This requires
coordination and management of each slice. It is recommended that one or more AI algorithms are
used to pre- and/or post-process the information gathered prior to executing a set of policy rules to
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manage a set of slices. In addition, the use of different AI algorithms to monitor the execution of the
policy rules is also recommended to ensure that the new behavior of the set of slices is correct. The
use of AI at these different places in the control loop is necessary to support the integration of millions
of devices in complex topologies and distinct communication patterns, while still guaranteeing
infrastructure security and optimal resource usage.
The use of AI in concrete scenarios addressing specific situations that involve DDOS attacks enables
the ENI System to provide automatic and dynamic responses in different contexts.
One use of machine learning in the ENI System is to detect specific traffic patterns indicating DDOS
or other type of attacks. This is because the increasing sophistication of such attacks makes it harder
to use simpler algorithms (e.g., pattern recognition) that focus on a set of predefined information.
The symptoms of a DDoS attack include unusually slow network performance and/or the inability to
access a particular set of web sites. When this happens, the ENI System must be able to detect and
learn from the occurrence by using AI methods. If the new traffic pattern is identified as an attack
based on past history, the ENI System will be able to trigger appropriate responses from the related
management components. In addition, AI enables different types of attacks to be correlated. For
example, different attacks could use different protocols, but all be directed at the same target. This
type of conclusion is extremely hard to make without using inferencing.

Connection with RESISTO
The use of machine learning techniques to promptly incorporate new and changed knowledge to
address increasingly complex management of network infrastructure, which is one of the guiding
principles of ETSI ISG ENI, was also a key objective pursued by Altice Labs in relation to the work
carried out in RESISTO, particularly in the development of UC#9 (to a large extent, leveraging on
results from the work carried out in WP5). Although RESISTO did not follow the ENI architecture and
interfaces, it is clear that UC#9 is quite aligned with the ETSI ENI concepts and methodologies. In
relation to use cases, RESISTO UC#9 shares a few common goals with ENI Use Case #5-1 “Policybased network slicing for IoT Security”, namely:




The use of ML/AI techniques for detection of specific security incidents or attacks.
5G as the target network technological environment
The use of network slicing to apply mitigation measures

Trying to draw a comparison between ENI architecture and RESISTO, it is possible to find similarities
in relation to the roles played by specific functional blocks. The green and red functional blocks on
Figure 17 can be seen as roughly corresponding to RESISTO cyber-physical correlator, risk
predictor, workflow manager and orchestration controller, as well as, in the specific case of RESISTO
UC#9, Altice Labs’ ML/AI platform.
Leveraging on the work carried out by RESISTO (especially in the development of UC#9) and ETSI
ISG ENI (especially in the definition of Use Case #5-1), the submission of RESISTO UC#9 in ETSI
ISG ENI is now under consideration, which in any case will happen beyond RESISTO lifetime.
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13.1.3 NATO STO IST-187-RTG Working Group
The working group (WG) NATO STO IST-187-RTG “5G Technologies Application to NATO
Operations” (STO stands for NATO Science and Technology Organization, IST means Information
Systems Technology, a panel inside STO, and RTG stands for Research Task Group) targets
investigating 5G technologies e.g. Network Slicing, SDN, MIMO, Extreme long-range coverage,
Security mechanisms) for their usage in the military domain.
These activities foresee the development of military scenarios and the execution of a 5G
technologies gap analysis between commercial standards (i.e. 3GPP) and business requirements
suited for different aspects of military operations. Moreover, the WG will develop military simulation
models and liaisons with the 5G standardization bodies. A detailed description of NATO STO IST187-RTG WGs purpose can be found here:
https://www.sto.nato.int/Pages/activitieslisting.aspx?FilterField1=Panel&FilterValue1=Information%
20Systems%20Technology.
In particular, the WG is aware that “5G has the potential to introduce another level of network
management complexity that could require the provisioning of resources within military deployed
communications units to effective provision military owned 5G networks. The need to address, with
technological innovation, the self-provisioning and management of networks is a field that requires
examination”, as well as “potential security measures to provide mitigation to threats not normally
present in civilian applications.”
For the aforementioned reasons, the interest of WG members towards initiatives as RESISTO is
apparent. Actually, a detailed presentation of RESISTO (an hour long one) was provided by Valerio
Di Claudio (LDO), invited speaker to the NATO STO IST-187-RTG plenary meeting held in October
2021 at Garmisch-Partenkirchen (GER) US Military Base.
The Resisto speech was followed closely by all the WG members, including several questions at the
end, and received the appreciation of WG chairman Mr. Warren Low, a civil officer from NATO Allied
Command for Transformation (ACT), Norfolk (VA), the command in charge of leading the warfare
development of military structures, forces, capabilities and doctrines.

13.1.4 Unitel Committee Unife f/ Communications – www.unife.org
During the meeting of UNITEL Committee #13, Leonardo asked and obtained a slot to present the
RESISTO project in the following meeting.
On the 28th of September 2021, the UNITEL Committee #14 took place.
The RESISTO presentation was followed by almost all Members and LDO had also the opportunity
to suggest potential applications in the railway context. In more detail it was explained that the
RESISTO platform can be used over the top of existing infrastructures, used for signaling, radio
communications, physical protection of lines and critical assets.
In fact, in railway the combined analysis of physical and cyber threats is one of the latest discussion
themes, as both increase the risk of incidents and, mostly, service disruption. About this point it
should be evidenced that systems with high safety requirements interrupt the service in case of
detected anomalies and incongruences. A system like RESISTO could improve both, safety and
availability, thanks to the capability of increasing resilience indicators of the whole infrastructure.
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The presentation was officially distributed to all members, together with the project homepage, where
it is possible to find further details.
Below it is described the UNITEL committee inside the Union des Industries Ferroviaires
Européennes, abbreviated to UNIFE1

Figure 18 - Unife logo

Composed of rolling stock manufacturers, infrastructure & signaling suppliers, system integrators
and engineering companies, the European Rail Supply Industry is responsible for the design,
manufacture, maintenance and refurbishment of rail transport systems, subsystems and equipment
that keeps our society moving forward.
UNIFE members, which account for 84% of the European and 46% of the global markets for rail
equipment and services, are active in the design, manufacture, maintenance and refurbishment of
rail transport systems, subsystems and related equipment worldwide. Maybe unknowingly, you have
relied on their products for everything from your daily commute and to receiving the goods you need.
On a larger scale, the European Rail Supply Industry is committed to collaborating on common
challenges facing the European Union – sustainability, resiliency and innovation in a rapidly
digitalising world. Our industry is continuously innovating to meet the growing global demand for
sustainable transport and seizing the opportunities presented by emerging technologies. At the EU
level, the European Rail Supply Industry is working hand-in-hand to help shape interoperability
standards and coordinate EU-funded research projects that contribute to the technical harmonisation
of railway systems.

UNITEL COMMITTEE
The UNITEL Committee focuses on the development and implementation of the future interoperable
railway communication system (FRMCS/Next Generation), the inherent successor of GSM-R, as
part of the future ERTMS. UNITEL brings together the major railway telecommunications products
suppliers and companies that have significant experience in current GSM-R and future railway
systems.
The committee members aim to ensure that the railways communication system fulfils existing and
future signaling, train control and traffic management requirements, as well as supports European
railway research initiatives.

1

https://www.unife.org/activities/telecommunications/
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In detail, the UNITEL committee members are dedicated to:







Active global promotion of the GSM-R technology and upcoming FRMCS
Supply of interoperable end-to-end systems
Minimization of integration efforts and railway migration costs
Continued development of the EIRENE standards in line with railway requirements
Supporting UIC, European Union Agency for Railways (ERA) and the ERTMS Users Group
Smooth evolution and migration to the Future Railway Mobile Communication System
(FRMCS)

For more information on the UNITEL Committee activities and positions regarding GSM-R and
FRMCS, please visit the Telecommunications: GSM-R and FRMCS page.
To support the UNITEL committee, a dedicated technical working group – the UTG – UNITEL
Technical Group – has been established to support and actively contribute to the ERA and UIC
working groups dealing with the technical standardization of both legacy and next generation railway
telecommunication systems. An overview of UNITEL and UTG member engagements is provided in
figure 19.

Figure 19 - Overview of UNITEL and UTG member engagements

For more information on the UNITEL members and their offerings, please refer to the web pages.
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Vendor

Web Page

Alstom

www.alstom.com

Belam

www.belam.lt

Ericsson

www.ericsson.com

ErvoCom

www.ervocom.ch

Frequentis

www.frequentis.com/en/public-transport

Funkwerk

www.funkwerk.com

Hitachi Rail STS

www.hitachirail.com

Iskratel

www.iskratel.com/en/industries/transport

Kontron
Transportation

www.kontron.com/industries/transportation

Leonardo

www.leonardocompany.com/en/security-cyber

Mermec STE

www.mermecste.com

Nokia

www.nokia.com/networks/industries/railways/

RideOnTrack

www.rideontrack.com

Siemens

https://new.siemens.com/global/en/products/mobility/rail-solutions/railautomation/signaling-on-board-and-crossing-products/railcommunications/cab-radios-and-on-board-communication.html

TCC MACRONI

https://ttc-marconi.com/

Triorail

www.triorail.com/home.html

Thales

www.thalesgroup.com/en/markets/transport/main-line-rail

Wenzel Elekronik

wenzel-elektronik.de/
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13.2 Relevant Standards – Compliance and Gap Analysis
This section provides the identification of the most relevant standards from the viewpoint of the main
RESISTO components, including, when applicable, a short gap analysis.

13.2.1 Cyber-physical correlator
The cyber-physical correlator is based on Esper, an open-source Java-based software (available for
Java as well as for .NET) developed by EsperTech Inc. for Complex Event Processing (CEP) and
Event Stream Processing (ESP). CEP consists of a set of notions and techniques for processing and
extracting information from real-time events. The goal is to identify meaningful events (e.g., potential
threats) in real-time situations and respond to them as quickly as possible. ESP deals with the task
of processing streams of information with the aim of identifying meaningful patterns; this is achieved
by detecting relationships between multiple events, i.e. through event correlation. In practice, ESP
and CEP are both a set of technologies designed to assist the construction of event-driven
information systems, hence the terms are often used interchangeably.
Esper is a language, compiler, and runtime for CEP and streaming analytics. It implements eventdriven programming and event-driven architecture. Esper offers a declarative language by name
Event Processing Language (EPL) for dealing with high frequency time-based event data. EPL is
compliant to the SQL-92 standard and extended for analyzing series of events and in respect to time.
EPL also provides features such as aggregate function, pattern matching, event windowing and
joining. SQL-92 was the third revision of the SQL database query language and it constituted a major
revision of the standard.

13.2.2 Risk Predictor
RESISTO Risk Predictor provides the impact assessment of several types of events on a complex
scenario, made of interconnected infrastructures. The Risk Predictor exploits a simulator called
CISIApro 2.0 for evaluating the risk of different types of events on several infrastructures. Within
CISIApro 2.0, we develop the model to represent the considered infrastructures, their services, and
their main functionalities.
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Figure 20 - Risk Predictor architecture from D4.4

In Figure 20, the architecture of the Risk predictor is summarized. CISIApro 2.0 design phase is the
moment where the user designs the model representing the infrastructures.
Unfortunately, modelling interdependency is a very difficult task and there are no standards to follow
for achieving this objective. Protecting critical infrastructures is a key point for the European
Commission who launched the Critical Information Infrastructure Protection (CIIP) to strengthen the
security and resilience of infrastructures. The JRC developed the Geospatial Risk and Resilience
Assessment Platform (GRRASP) is a set of tools for assessing the economic impact of disruptive
events on cross-sectoral and cross-border interdependencies.

13.2.3 Workflow Manager
For the workflow management part, the main standard that has been used is "Business Model
Process and Notation" (BPMN).
The RESISTO Workflows are designed and managed by a Workflow engine based on BPMN.
The BPMN is a standard for the modelling of business processes that provides a graphical
representation of the processes based on flow diagrams similar to the activity diagrams used in the
UML. The objective of BPMN is to provide support to the management of business processes both
for "technical" users and end users through a notation that is intuitive but also able to represent
complex processes. The main objective of BPMN is to provide a standard notation that is easily
understandable to:
1. Users who create the process
2. Developers responsible for implementation
3. Users who manage and monitor the execution of the process
RESISTO Workflows refer to version 2.0 of the standard [8].
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Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) is a graphical representation for specifying business
processes in a business process model.
Originally developed by the Business Process Management Initiative (BPMI), BPMN has been
maintained by the Object Management Group (OMG) since the two organizations merged in 2005.
Version 2.0 of BPMN was released in January 2011 at which point the name was amended to
Business Process Model and Notation to reflect the introduction of execution semantics, which were
introduced alongside the existing notational and diagramming elements. Though it is an OMG
specification, BPMN is also ratified as ISO 19510 [9]. The latest version is BPMN 2.0.2, published in
January 2014.
BPMN is a standard for business process modeling that provides a graphical notation for specifying
business processes in a Business Process Diagram (BPD), based on a flowcharting technique very
similar to activity diagrams from Unified Modeling Language (UML). The objective of BPMN is to
support business process management, for both technical users and business users, by providing a
notation that is intuitive to business users, yet able to represent complex process semantics. The
BPMN specification also provides a mapping between the graphics of the notation and the underlying
constructs of execution languages, particularly Business Process Execution Language (BPEL).
BPMN has been designed to provide a standard notation readily understandable by all business
stakeholders, typically including business analysts, technical developers and business managers.
BPMN can therefore be used to support the generally desirable aim of all stakeholders on a project
adopting a common language to describe processes, helping to avoid communication gaps that can
arise between business process design and implementation.
BPMN is one of a number of business process modeling language standards used by modeling tools
and processes. While the current variety of languages may suit different modeling environments,
there are those who advocate for the development or emergence of a single, comprehensive
standard, combining the strengths of different existing languages. It is suggested that in time, this
could help to unify the expression of basic business process concepts (e.g., public and private
processes, choreographies), as well as advanced process concepts (e.g., exception handling,
transaction compensation).
Two new standards, using a similar approach to BPMN have been developed, addressing case
management modeling (Case Management Model and Notation) and decision modeling, the
(Decision Model and Notation).
For the standard details see https://www.omg.org/spec/BPMN/2.0/.
RESISTO project workflow engine is based on a FOSS implementation of the BPMN standard
named Activiti.
Activiti is an open source Business Processing Model and Notation (BPMN) 2.0 process engine
framework that provides an environment for running your business and technical processes. Activiti
provides much more functionality than simply running BPMN 2.0 processes in a rock-solid way. For
details see the official product documentation: https://www.activiti.org/.
Business and information analysts are capable of modelling a BPMN 2.0- compliant business
process that can easily be shared. The Workflow designer is an Eclipse-based application that
enables a developer to enhance the modelled business process into a BPMN 2.0 process that can
be executed on the Activiti process engine.
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For details on how BPMN was used through the Activiti engine for the creation of RESISTO
workflows, please refer to deliverable D5.3.

13.2.4 Orchestration Controller
RESISTO Orchestrator provides a high-level GUI for operator and Northbound APIs, compliant with
the ETSI NFV SOL005 standard [10], to the other modules to interact with OPEN MANO-based
orchestrators (such as OSM, SONATA). These drive the VIMs in order to actually instantiate and
manipulate the VNF, NS and Net Slice on the virtual infrastructures of the real nodes.

Figure 21 - Orchestration Controller in RESISTO ecosystem

Also, the exposed NBI are intended for high-level operation, while definition of VNF, NS, Net Slice
and VIM connection are done in the underlying OPEN MANO-based orchestrators for the specific
use case.
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In fact, the goal of RESISTO Orchestrator is to give the possibility to drive a set of high-level ETSI
standard calls, hiding the complexity of the underlying configurations from the operator. The operator
can therefore carry out the complex management of network services, in a simple way and through
standards.
To ensure a use of standard API we based on the OSM Northbound APIs, already compliant with
the ETSI NFV SOL005 standard for the management of VNF and NS. Since ETSI is a partner of
OSM project the APIs for Net Slice management are a good candidate for future standardization.
A good example is the RESISTO use case 9 where, with four APIs exposed by RESISTO
Orchestrator, we have been able to manage the entire environment prepared by ALB to demonstrate
the resilience of a 5G infrastructure based on Net Slice.
The RESISTO Orchestrator maps a single API call to its NBI, based on the OSM API to manage Net
Slice, into several APIs calls to the Sonata Orchestrator that manages the virtual infrastructure
prepared by ALB.

Start Environment
POST http://192.168.3.198:1880/son/nsilcm/v1/netslice_instances/RESISTO_slice/action
Body: { "primitive": "startEnvironment", "lcmOperationType": "SCALE_TO_LEVEL"}
this is mapped to following APIs calls to Sonata:
POST http://192.168.2.7:8089/api/v1/slice
Body: '{"sliceName":"RESISTO_slice","sliceTemplateId":"422a6809-825b-48a1-8277d80d720a195f"}'
PUT http://192.168.2.7:8089/api/v1/slice/RESISTO_slice/action/create
Body: '{"sliceSubnetName":"edge1","sliceSubnetTemplateId":"36867fd8-ce75-4393bcd2-c09412005d99"}'
PUT http://192.168.2.7:8089/api/v1/slice/RESISTO_slice/action/create
Body: '{"sliceSubnetName":"ue","sliceSubnetTemplateId":"6df3ad97-c2cd-482e-b3ea8c53763ce402"}
PUT http://192.168.2.7:8089/api/v1/slice/RESISTO_slice/action/create
Body: -d '{"sliceSubnetName":"edge2","sliceSubnetTemplateId":"36867fd8-ce75-4393bcd2-c09412005d99"}
PUT http://192.168.2.7:8089/api/v1/slice/RESISTO_slice/action/create
Body: '{"sliceSubnetName":"dn1","sliceSubnetTemplateId":"e9ade188-483e-4c60-9f2b65fe32e50665"}'
PUT http://192.168.2.7:8089/api/v1/slice/RESISTO_slice/action/add
Body: '{"sliceSubnetName":"edge1"}
PUT http://192.168.2.7:8089/api/v1/slice/RESISTO_slice/action/add
Body: '{"sliceSubnetName":"ue"}
PUT http://192.168.2.7:8089/api/v1/slice/RESISTO_slice/action/add
Body: '{"sliceSubnetName":"edge2}
PUT http://192.168.2.7:8089/api/v1/slice/RESISTO_slice/action/add
Body: '{"sliceSubnetName":"dn1"}
PUT http://192.168.2.7:8089/api/v1/slice/RESISTO_slice/action/registration
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Body: '{"sliceSubnet":"ue"}'

Prepare Failover State
POST http://192.168.3.198:1880/son/nsilcm/v1/netslice_instances/RESISTO_slice/action
Body: { "primitive": "prepareFailoverSite", "lcmOperationType": "SCALE_TO_LEVEL"}
this is mapped to following APIs calls to Sonata:
PUT http://192.168.2.7:8089/api/v1/slice/RESISTO_slice/action/create
Body: '{"sliceSubnetName":"dn2","sliceSubnetTemplateId":"e9ade188-483e-4c60-9f2b65fe32e50665"}

Activate Failover State
POST http://192.168.3.198:1880/son/nsilcm/v1/netslice_instances/RESISTO_slice/action
Body: { "primitive": "activateFailoverSite", "lcmOperationType": "SCALE_TO_LEVEL"}
this is mapped to following APIs calls to Sonata:
PUT http://192.168.2.7:8089/api/v1/slice/RESISTO_slice/action/add
Body: '{"sliceSubnetName":"dn2"}'

Switch To Failover State
POST http://192.168.3.198:1880/son/nsilcm/v1/netslice_instances/RESISTO_slice/action
Body: { "primitive": "switchToFailoverSite", "lcmOperationType": "SCALE_TO_LEVEL"}
this is mapped to following APIs calls to Sonata:
PUT http://192.168.2.7:8089/api/v1/slice/RESISTO_slice/action/handover
Body: '{"sliceSubnetSrc":"edge1","sliceSubnetDst":"edge2"} '
PUT http://192.168.2.7:8089/api/v1/slice/RESISTO_slice/action/remove
Body: '{"sliceSubnetName":"dn1"}'
PUT http://192.168.2.7:8089/api/v1/slice/RESISTO_slice/action/delete
Body: '{"sliceSubnetName":"dn1"}'

13.2.5 RESISTO Long Term Control Loop
The Long Term Control Loop (LTCL) is based on the 9 step resilience management process as
defined by [11]. This management process is developed as an extension of the ISO 31000 standard.
The ISO 31000 standard focuses on the process of risk management. The process, as depicted in
Figure 22, includes investigating the scope, criteria and context, then completing a risk assessment
that consists of risk identification, risk analysis and risk evaluation, and finally, a risk treatment.
Throughout all of these steps, monitoring and reviewing, recording and reporting and communication
and consolation are also occurring simultaneously (International Organization for Standardization,
2018).
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Figure 22 - The risk management process as defined by the ISO 31000 standard (International
Organization for Standardization, 2018).

While this standard covers risk management well, resilience is not included at all, therefore, leaving
the system vulnerable to low probability events that have high consequences and damage. In
traditional risk analysis, these events may be deemed such low probability that they are not
investigated. Incorporating resilience means that these events are investigated.
The resilience management process is depicted in the next figure.
Included in the figure are the input collection and additional tools needed to fully implement the
management process in the project. The resilience management process, extends the ISO 31000
standard to 9 steps, including many of the same steps such as context analysis and identification,
analysis and evaluation steps. However, the identification step looks into system performances and
disruptions, and the analysis and evaluation steps are focused on resilience. More information on
the resilience management cycle can be found in [11] and [12] and on the implementation of the
LTCL resilience management cycle can be found in D3.1 [13].
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Figure 23 - The nine step resilience approach extended from the ISO 31000 standard (RESISTO, 2019)

Other ISO standards related to resilience include ISO 22316 [14], however this standard focuses on
organizational resilience, which is defined as “the ability of an organization to absorb and adapt in a
changing environment to enable it to deliver its objectives and to survive and prosper”. While this
definition of resilience could be applied to RESISTO, the focus on the standard shifts towards how
organizations as whole can be resilient in terms of leaderships, purpose and management,
RESISTO’s LTCL focuses specifically on the telecommunication critical infrastructure and how it can
best deal with disruptive events such as attacks or natural disasters.
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13.2.6 External components - Blockchain
Blockchain is one technology that RESISTO project wanted to implement in different use cases. KSI
Blockchain was chosen because of private nature and maturity level. Telecom sector is not willing
to share blockchain data without restrictions and technology must be mature enough to use in real
life infrastructure. These 2 conditions were met, and scalability shows added value. Chosen
technology allow to expand number of blockchain transactions to 10 000 per second.
In recent years, telcos have sought to benefit from blockchain technology by partnering with other
companies to develop and implement blockchain-based solutions and investing in funds dedicated
to blockchain technology research and development. It is expected that, within the medium term, the
use of blockchain technology by telcos will become more prevalent and eventually become the norm.
Telcos who seize the initiative to launch their own blockchain-based products are likely to benefit
most from the technology.
A large number of vendor-led approaches splinters the market and makes widespread adoption more
difficult.
A strategy that aims to expand the market for certain proven or promising solutions is to establish
standards that can be adopted by multiple vendors. This strategy aims to establish a standards body
that works to meet the needs of a specific industry or market by issuing formal specifications that
can allow software to interoperate across networks and technologies. In the case of the World Wide
Web, the standards body is the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C), which defines how web
browsers should display web pages programmed in HTML. In the distributed ledger space, the most
populous standards bodies are the Ethereum Foundation for Ethereum based enterprise private and
public networks, and Hyperledger for a series of purpose-built distributed ledgers, like Fabric, Iroha,
Indy, Sawtooth, and Grid. Notably, these two standards bodies command hundreds of member
institutions each, and are members of each other’s organizations. The International Organization
for Standardization (ISO), one of the leading global standardization organizations, is developing
technology-agnostic standards for blockchain and distributed ledger technologies.
Namely, ISO has established a technical committee (ISO/TC 307) that is currently working to develop
11 ISO standards, with 42 participating entities and 12 observing members. This would have a
significant impact on the standardization of blockchain and distributed ledger technologies, one that
might be comparable to the effect of W3C on the World Wide Web.
An alternate and perhaps more effective approach to standardizing technology is to standardize data
and identity formats and identify recognized oracles as sources of information external to the
blockchain. Since network participants will often need to implement data processing capability on
their own specialized software platforms, it might be more versatile to standardize on data exchange
formats, identity (cryptographic signatures), and oracles. But leave the choice of technology as much
in the purview of the network participants as possible. An example of this approach is the minimalist
functional approach taken by the Bitcoin community that essentially leaves all functionality that is
non-essential to the functioning of the blockchain, to external technology choices of the network
participants. As a result, the bitcoin blockchain only supports bitcoin transactions that can record the
digital fingerprint of an off-chain data construct or collection. MIT’s blockcerts standard for issuing
blockchain-linked credentials implements this kind of approach, which works with the limited
functionality available on the Bitcoin blockchain [15].
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The International Telecommunications Union established a Focus Group on Application of
Distributed Ledger Technology in May 2017 to identify and analyze distributed ledger technology
(DLT)-based applications and services; draw up best practices and guidance which support the
implementation of those applications and services on a global scale; and propose a way forward for
related standardization work in ITU-T study groups. The focus group analyzed some 60 use cases
and published a toolkit in 2019.
The CEN (The European Committee for Standardization) and CENELEC (The European Committee
for Electrotechnical Standardization) are two European standardization organizations whose
collaboration was consolidated at the start of 2010 by the creation of a common CEN-CENELEC
Management Centre (CCMC) in Brussels. CEN and CENELEC recently established a new CENCENELEC Joint Technical Committee ‘Blockchain and Distributed Ledger Technologies’ (CENCLC/JTC2 19), based on the recommendations presented in the CEN-CENELEC White Paper on
‘Recommendations for Successful Adoption in Europe of Emerging Technical Standards on
Distributed Ledger/Blockchain Technologies’. CEN-CLC/JTC 19, whose Secretariat is held by UNI,
the Italian Standardization Body, responsible for the development and adoption of standards for
blockchain and DLT, covering organizational frameworks and methodologies, processes and
products evaluation schemes, distributed ledger guidelines, smart technologies, objects, distributed
computing devices and data services. CEN-CLC/JTC 19 will identify international standards already
available or under development and will work in close contact with ISO/TC 307. It also will focus on
specific European legislative and policy requirements, in support of the development of the EU Digital
Single Market.
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) was founded in 1901 and is now part of the
US Department of Commerce. NIST published “A Taxonomic Approach to Understanding Emerging
Blockchain Identity Management Systems” and it recently issued a draft publication (no. NISTIR
8301), ‘Blockchain Networks: Token Design and Management Overview’, which provides a highlevel technical overview and conceptual framework of token designs and management methods.
These previously mentioned organizations do the main work for blockchain standardization globally.
There are many organizations that depend on and support such activities in the EU region.
A list of example use cases, highlighting how telcos can use blockchain technology to streamline
internal functions and develop new products:




2

Identity management services: new revenue streams could be generated by offering
blockchain identity management services to subscribers and business partners. Telcos could
provide their subscribers with an "eSim" or app that creates unique virtual identities for each
subscriber which are encrypted and stored in a blockchain, and which subscribers would use
to automatically authenticate their identities when visiting partner websites.
Data management services: similar to identity management services, a telco could also use
blockchain technology to provide data storage and verification services to subscribers. For
example, a telco could assist a university to digitize and store student certificates on a
blockchain. If a prospective employer needed to verify a student's credentials, the student
could simply produce the digital certificate available on the blockchain and the employer
would be assured of its authenticity;

Joint Technical Committee
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Fraud prevention services: currently, it is estimated that fraud costs the telecommunications
industry over USD 38 billion each year. Blockchain-based products could be specifically
designed to minimize this risk. In particular, "roaming fraud" and "identity fraud" could be
mitigated using blockchain technology.
Mobile wallets: a significant opportunity exists for telcos to align themselves with the trend of
global investment in mobile money services, which is expected to grow 22.2% globally by
2018 (with significant growth expected in Asia and Africa). Telcos could partner with other
service providers to offer their subscribers "international mobile wallets." When a subscriber
attempts to make a transaction in a foreign country, a telco could immediately validate the
identity of a subscriber who is registered with an operator within its blockchain network.
Accurate exchange rates could be provided to subscribers, as the Foreign Exchange
Authority could be part of the network;
Internet of things: telcos could overcome the security and viability issues associated with IoT
by adopting blockchain technology, which allows for highly secure peer-to-peer self-managed
mesh networks using a sufficiently large number of nodes. These nodes could be
represented by single embedded IoT sensors with the ability to verify every block within the
blockchain. Initially, telcos could create private IoT networks based in mid-range cell-towers
with relatively low investment requirements and costs. Once these have proved viable, a
public network could be established (or built on the Ethereum networks), enabling seamless
connectivity and security;
Smart cities: telcos could get involved in the smart city trend by investing in public blockchainbased solutions, which may be profitable as most of smart cities will be run on interconnected
IoT devices;
5G: telcos could use blockchain technology to provide subscribers with a swift and reliable
5G service. The 3GPP and non-3GPP access networks could be connected via a blockchain
network where each access point (e.g. WiFi router, SP cell tower) can serve as a node in the
network, monitoring the devices. A device could then use the access node that can best
provide it service. Telcos could code the rules and agreements between the various accessproviding networks as flexible smart contracts which could instantaneously change any time
a policy needs to be amended.
Roaming: blockchain technology can enable telcos to automatically enter into "micro
contracts" for roaming services. There is a trend for many virtual providers to provide SIM
cards that can connect to multiple telco networks, which may encourage more roaming and
autonomous brokering of prices machine-to-machine. Telcos could use smart contracts to
automatically execute roaming agreements between subscribers who are temporarily using
their networks, and accurately track each transaction and charge the subscriber for their
limited use of the network;
Connectivity provisioning: telcos could use blockchain technology to make public Wi-Fi more
readily accessible to subscribers. Subscribers and telcos could enter into instantaneous and
simple "micro contracts" for the supply of public Wi-Fi services, making the authentication
and payments more cost-effective through autonomous blockchain-based transactions
between devices and access points;
Digital asset transactions: telcos could use blockchain technology to implement
micropayment-based business models for digital assets (e.g. for the purchase of music,
mobile games, gift cards or loyalty points). Telcos may incur lower transaction costs and
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increase the speed of processing, compared to transactions that involve cash, debit or credit
cards;
Internal processes: telcos could streamline their operational and business processes by
adopting hybrid blockchain networks, which have both public and private features. Telcos
could use a public blockchain platform, such as Ethereum, to establish a private network to
create a more efficient billing system, accurately track subscribers' use of their networks and
instantaneously charge their subscribers.

There will be no agreed roadmap for how communications service providers (CSPs) exploit
blockchain and distributed ledger technology, although best practices will emerge. Research
undertaken by leading global professional services companies, indicates that CSPs are fully aware
of the potential of blockchain. In a survey the company Accenture conducted, one in five respondents
predicted that distributed ledgers and blockchain will have a bigger impact on their organizations
over the next three years than artificial intelligence, extended reality and quantum technology.
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14.

CONCLUSION

The content presented in this Deliverable represents the outcomes of the last 18 months of project,
in which the system architecture has been implemented and the pilots have run. It covers the last
development of phase 2 and the whole phase 3 of the Dissemination plan.
The reporting period falls in the pandemic emergency due to the spread of COVID-19, during which
all the World faced unpredictable situations. The pandemic emergency largely affected the execution
of the RESISTO project in its technical development and, consequently, also the dissemination
actions. According to the dissemination plan, indeed, phases 2 and 3 were critical, since a more
aggressive dissemination actions were foreseen. During the emergency, however, the traditional in
presence dissemination actions was not possible, so a major shift to virtual events occurred. Due to
this issue, most of the events moved on virtual platforms and the dissemination strategy changed
accordingly.
To maximise the effectiveness of the dissemination actions, the RESISTO consortium organized
several events (two workshops and one conference) and participate to events promoted by other
projects or by the European Commission or the local government. Moreover, the RESISTO partners
strengthened the scientific dissemination by participating to conferences and workshops, publishing
book chapters and journal papers. The general public was reached by the RESISTO newsletters
and the articles in magazine. Exploiting this new dissemination approach, RESISTO was able to
reach most of the KPIs proposed in the workplan and during the development of the project.
Concerning the standardization, all the tools in RESISTO platform has been analysed and developed
according to the current standard. This represents an added value to the project, since European
Commission in strongly involved in the standardization process.
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